
Mathematis 376 { Probability and Statistis 2Review Sheet, Final ExamApril 28, 2006General InformationThe �nal examination for this ourse will be given at 8:30 a.m. on Saturday, May 6in our regular lass room, Swords 328. The exam will be roughly twie the length of oneof the midterms, but you will have the full three hour period from 8:30 am to 11:30 am towork on it if you need that muh time. As was true for the midterms, I will let you bringan 8.5 by 11 sheet of paper to the exam ontaining any information you want and you mayonsult it at any time. Copies of any neessary tables will also be provided. Even more sothan on the midterms, of ourse, it will be neessary to prepare arefully; you don't wantto have to searh for every formula you need or a similar examples to help you get startedon every problem. You will be pressed for time to omplete the exam if you are doing that.Topis to be Covered1) Sampling distributions related to the normal distribution (�2; t; F distributions) {know how to tell when a random variable has one of these distributions, how to usethe tables for eah in the text, et.2) Point estimators for distribution parameters, bias, mean square error, standard error.Be sure you understand Table 8.1 on page 371 of the text, where all the entries omefrom, and how they are used. Also be able to analyze estimators to determine whetherthey are biased or not, onstrut unbiased estimators, et.3) The pdf's for order statistis (espeially the sample maximum and minimum), andhow they an be used for estimation problems, espeially in onjuntion with:4) The method of moments and the method of maximum likelihood for deriving esti-mators. (The other material we disussed in Chapter 9 on onsisteny of estimators,suÆient statistis, et. will not appear on the exam.)5) Hypothesis testing { the general onepts: null hypothesis, alternative hypothesis,test statisti, rejetion region, Type I error probability (= �, or level of test), Type IIerror probability (= �), attained signi�ane level (p-value of a test), interpretationof results.6) The onnetion between on�dene intervals and rejetion/\aeptane" regions fortests.7) Large sample (Z-) tests and related on�dene intervals for means and proportions.Questions here might also ask you to design tests with a given �-value to ahieve aertain �-value by seleting sample size appropriately.8) Small sample (t-) tests for means and related on�dene intervals.9) �2-tests for varianes and related on�dene intervals.10) F -tests for ratios of varianes and related on�dene intervals.11) Least squares estimation for linear models of the form Y = �0+�1x1+ � � �+�kxk+ ".The kinds of questions I might ask here will be of two types:1



a) Be prepared to ompute the least squares estimators for the oeÆients �i ina \small" simple regression (k = 1) example (say with n � 10 or so) with aalulator (Maple will not be available!). Also know how to arry out hypothesistests on the �i in this ase as in some of the questions from Problem Set 8.b) I might also ask you to set up the normal equations for the least squares estimatorsin a multiple regression (k � 2) example or answer some general questions abouthypothesis testing in that situation. I will not ask any omputational questionsthere, however.Suggestions on How to StudyStart by reading the above list of topis arefully. If there are terms there that areunfamiliar or for whih you annot give the preise de�nition review them. Reread thelass notes. Everything on the �nal will be similar to something we have disussed at somepoint this semester. Also look bak over your graded problem sets and exams. If there areproblems that you did not get the �rst time around, try them again now. Then go throughthe suggested problems from the review sheets. If you have worked these out previously,it is not neessary to do them all again. But try a representative sample \from srath".Don't just look over your old solutions and nod your head if it looks familiar. Pratiethinking through the logi of how the solution is derived again.Suggested Review ProblemsLook at the problems from the two previous review sheets for the topis 1 - 12 above.For the last one (regression and hyptheses onerning the regression oeÆients): FromChapter 11/4, 14, 29, 51 (\linearize the model" means to take the logarithm of both sidesof E(Y ) = �0e��1x as ln(E(Y )) = ln(�0)��1x and do the regression with the data points(xi; ln(yi)) to estimate �0 = ln(�0) and �1 = ��1), 73ab, 74.Important Note about Sheduling and a Review SessionI will be attending a onferene in Linz, Austria Monday through Wednesday nextweek (May 1,2,3). Sine Lab 5 ompletes the material for the ourse, and there is no otherun�nished business, it will make sense just to anel the last sheduled lass meeting (May1). I will be happy to run a review session for the �nal exam after I return. Either morningor afternoon on Thursday May 4 are possible. We an disuss a time in lass.
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